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Regular City Council Meeting Minutes
City Hall Council Chambers, 2660 Civic Center Drive
Monday, March 18, 2019
1.

Roll Call
Mayor Roe

called

Order: Willmus,

the meeting

to

order

Groff, Etten, Laliberte

at

approximately
and Roe.
City

6: 50 p. m.

Voting and Seating

Manager Patrick Trudgeon and

City Attorney Mark Gaughan were also present.
2.

Pledge of Allegiance

3.

Approve Agenda

Councilmember Willmus requested adding Item 7E ( Discuss Addressing Commission

Vacancies).

He stated the City has a Commission that has not had any applicants for it,

the Finance Commission,

and

he

would

like

City

Staff to

advertise

for that vacancy.

He

noted the HRIEC has had a number of applicants withdraw, the City has two applicants
for two spots, and had an opportunity to interview a couple of people, but he wondered if
it would be beneficial to extend the application period to see if there are other residents
who have an interest.

Willmus moved, Laliberte seconded, adding Item 7E ( Discuss Addressing Commission
Vacancies)

to the agenda.

Council Discussion
Councilmember Laliberte stated she did not want the Finance Commission to be short

people because other terms will be ending and she did not think there was a reason to
wait to get that process

started.

Councilmember Groff stated he would support the Finance Commission, but when two
citizens have come forward on the HRIEC Commission and there are no problems with
those interviews, he did not see a purpose to reopen that.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Groff, Etten, Laliberte and Roe.
Nays: None.

Groff moved, Laliberte seconded, approval of the agenda as amended.
Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus, Groff, Etten, Laliberte and Roe.
Nays: None.
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4.

Public Comment

Mayor Roe called for public comment by members of the audience on any non- agenda

items.

No one appeared to speak.

5.

Recognitions, Donations, and Communications

6.

Items Removed from Consent Agenda

7.

Business Items
a.

Receive Presentation Regarding the Implementation Phase of the Rice and
Larpenteur Gateway Alliance

Community Development Director Gundlach briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA and related attachments dated March 18, 2019.

Kim O' Brien, from the St. Paul Area Chamber of Commerce ( SPACC) presented
the scope of services that will be engaged in with regard to implementation of the
Alliance.

Mayor Roe noted the Chamber and different entities are currently working on
specific contract language that will come back to all of the entities for the formal
approval of this award with the Chamber. He reminded the Council that the total

commitment for the City of Roseville was $ 50, 000 for this phase of the project.
Councilmember

Willmus

thanked

Ms. O' Brien for the

presentation.

He stated

with respect to partners, one of the things from his perspective that is missing for
the commercial property owners, is what effort will be coming forward to engage
those individuals.
He thought the Chamber had a great marketing piece but without the commercial property owners, that is all it is.
Ms. O' Brien stated Councilmember

Willmus had an excellent point and thought

the commercial property owners can be easily identified and reached out to directly. She indicated she would be happy to do that. She thought as the interim alli-

ance gets through its first six months of work and starts to develop an infrastructure for the permanent alliance, the partners need to be thinking clearly as who
needs

to be

at

that table.

She thought this was a very good point and appreciated

the feedback.

Councilmember

Etten agreed and stated if the private investment was looked at

and the private landowners

are not on board, then the alliance will be in trouble.

He stated the other piece that is important and needs nurturing is to work with
Ramsey County because they will be doing almost all of the public infrastructure.

The two groups with all of the control here are the County and the larger property
owners so making sure those two entities are at the table regularly and early is key
to

any

success.
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Councilmember Laliberte thought the County was a really big piece of this as it
includes a lot of the improvements such as green spaces, changes in turn lanes,
etc.,

since

and

nothing happens

without

the

County being

on

board.

She noted the

County' s Public Works Department might have other intentions to move more
traffic through there and the County' s priorities might not be what the Alliance

has set out as priorities in this plan. She thought the County is really important as
well

as

landowners.

the

She thought this was a very nice package and the packag-

ing, planning, communicating, and engagement is excellent but without those
pieces,

implementation doesn'

t happen.

Then it is only

a great

vision

for it.

She

appreciated the smaller quick projects suggested in Phase One and Two and that it

will be interesting to learn more about what those are, where are those projects

going to happen, and who needs to be a part of making those projects happen so
the projects come to fruition.

Councilmember Laliberte stated Ms. O' Brien mentioned in her presentation about

the Alliance developing design guidelines and that is really interesting to her as
well because then each of the cities need to adopt design guidelines for the corridor that match the design guidelines on the other corner. She thought the Alliance
needed to think about how that works too because the building and design guidelines really need to be set.
Ms. O' Brien stated her limited knowledge on design guidelines, based on other
projects

she

has

worked

with,

is there

are

multiple

ways

to institute them.

The

design guidelines can be adopted into Code, but the guidelines don' t necessarily
need to be adopted either. The guidelines can be offered to the development partners as a guidance and are often effective as well.

Councilmember Groff stated he has been interested in that corner of Roseville for
quite

some

time, especially working

on

the transportation

issue there.

He wanted

to stress the need for housing for a range of people because the City has had situations where people have not been able to get to their jobs from that corner of Ro-

seville and if working a minimum wage job, the resident cannot get from that area
to

where

the jobs

are

in Roseville.

He stated if there is anything that can happen

with that in the Chamber' s work, he would appreciate it.

Mayor Roe stated in terms of the County, both Mr. Trudgeon and he have been

lobbying either the elected or appointed officials at the County. The Chamber has
been party

to

some

of

that

as

well.

He thought the Alliance had gotten a com-

mitment from the three County Commissioners to band together. He also thought

the designated staff person is the new Economic Development or Community Development

been

type

County

person

who

participation

will

through

be participating.
the

process

of

He noted there has definitely
getting to this

point.

He noted

in regard to the property owners, there have been inquiries and some of the processes

are

underway

and

that

reassures

him

that this will work.
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Councilmember Laliberte stated during this winter season, she saw a lot of unsafe
conditions for pedestrians, noting the design standards in place is to build forward
with
parking in the rear and those kinds of things.
But where the new building is,
the Domino'

s and

laundry,

she

saw

a

lot

of

scary things this

winter.

She thought

safety has got to be considered as well.

Councilmember Willmus thought building forward was in the design standards
and maybe something the Council wants to look at and tweak, but this is the rea-

son why the decision was to go that way in order to get rid of the sea of asphalt.
He thought this may a future conversation.

Mayor Roe thought the building forward has a calming effect as well, noting there
are pluses

and minuses

with that.

Mayor Roe offered an opportunity for public comment, with no one coming forward.

Mayor Roe thanked Ms. O' Brien for the presentation and noted the first interim
alliance meeting will be Monday, March 25, 2019.
b.

Discussion on Establishing a Cash Reserve Fund and Related Financial Sustainability Impacts

Finance Director Miller briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA and
related attachments dated March 18, 2019.

Mayor Roe asked if one possible action the City Council could establish a cash
carry forward fund

and

sweep the $

885 into that and then from there, apply some

sort of funds to the general fund to take care of the issue with that fund.

Mr. Miller indicated the City Council could do that.
Mayor

Roe

stated

in the

chart

that

shows "

amount

above

high target,"

is the

amount in each of the funds above the high end of the range listed in the upper

chart for each of the funds so in actuality, in theory, if the City Council wanted to
maintain a fund balance in any of those funds that was somewhere between the

high and the low, setting aside from the notion of a cash carry forward that
sweeps only things in excess of the high target, the City does have some funds to
theoretically work with, between the high and low target, in some of those funds.

Mr. Miller stated the working definition was " Anything above the high target level".

Mayor Roe indicated he was not saying that is something where the Council
wants to use those funds to help the issue with the General Fund or whatever, but
at

least it may

make

the Council

feel better

about

the condition

of

those funds

and
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even if the Council were take more than the amount that is above the high level, it
is not necessarily putting the City in a dire situation unless the low level limit is
approached.

Mr. Miller stated that was correct but with a cautionary note that going into 2018
the General Fund was at thirty-nine percent and plummeted all the way down to
thirty- two

percent

in

one

fiscal

The same economic realities could hit the

year.

City in other funds as well if the City is not careful.

Councilmember Willmus stated he would be interested in hearing from the Chair
of the Finance Commission and her perspective on this given the amount of work
the Commission had put into bringing forward their recommendation.

Councilmember Willmus stated given some of the things the City had going on
over the course of the last year with the General Fund, one of the things the

Council did do was take and expend money to acquire an asset. That in and of itself is not an ongoing expense but was a consideration from his perspective as
well.

Councilmember Etten stated if the City were to make a transfer to make the 2018
General Reserve fit into the thirty- five to forty- five percent range, what is the timing needed and when are the 2018 books officially closed.

Mr. Miller stated the auditors are at City Hall this week and looking for preliminary financial

statements

now.

He noted this conversation was originally sched-

uled for February, but he did not think there was a full Council at that time, so it
was postponed to March.

Councilmember Etten stated the August 16, 2018 Council packet, showed the IT
Fund above limit when there was a twenty- five percent reserve level at $ 401, 000
and by September 11th it dropped to fifteen percent, but the amount above had
gone

267, 000 in

under $

a month.

He would have expected the number to go the

other way as the high end dropped. In the report received for the meeting tonight,
the fund is
was

taken

at $

out

169, 000

for CIP

with

needs.

the

caveat

that it

now

notes

an

additional $

50, 000

Once taken out, the amount of cash available is al-

most the same going across these things but the number keeps dropping precipitously

outside

of

just the $ 50, 000

number.

He asked Mr. Miller for an explana-

tion of the big change since September 2018.
Mr. Miller stated he felt at a disadvantage because he did not have the August 16th
presentation

report

being

referenced.

He stated there was an additional emphasis

on making sure the City did not short change what was needed for the Capital Replacement Program. He stated staff recalibrated how much was available to make
sure

the

CIP

follow up

was

with

fully

Council

funded.
on

it.

Mr. Miller indicated he would look into this and
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Councilmember Groff stated as he was reading through the information it was
noted MNLARS would perhaps reimburse some of those funds and he wondered
if there was an update on where that is at.

Mr. Miller stated a couple of bills have been introduced and moved through some
committees but that is as far as those bills have gotten at this point.

Councilmember Groff thought because this could affect the City credit rating, it
was crucial to get this addressed tonight.

Mayor Roe offered an opportunity for public comment.
Public Comment

Finance Commissioner Chair Schroeder and Commissioners Murray and Reif ap-

peared before the Council.

Chair Schroeder believed the City Council had the history of the Finance Commission minutes as the Commission has have been working on this for approximately

eighteen

She believed the issue with the General Fund being below target reserve is actually a reason to create this fund. With the planned deficit
months.

in the budget the Finance Commission knew that the General Fund could go below the target.

Some of the other funds were over target and those funds, if there

was a cash carry forward, would flow into the cash carry over and then the Council

would

need

to

move

the

correction

to the General Fund to fix it.

This would

be very straight forward.

Chair Schroeder stated the Finance Commission has recommended removing the
Capital from the Operating portion of each of these funds as well as the cash accumulated

over

the

years

for the

long- term

projects

in the departments.

When

looking at the overages in some of the different funds, it makes a person ask why
money is

being stockpiled. Most of the reasons are verbal and not transparent.
This would eliminate the need to have cash build up in each department making it
easier to see the true over and under of the operating budget itself.
Chair Schroeder stated when the Finance Commission was created, better transparency was one of the concerns the Council gave to the Commission.

Chair Schroeder stated the departments would still be accountable for their budgCIP

this.

This is one City and the cash flow needs to be viewed that
way. If each department planned their own budget and CIP, then there is no need
ets

and

with

to stockpile the cash for future projects, as it would be covered in the process.

The detail by department would be more transparent, would still be tracked, and
would
not lose the detail by department
but would actually gain more because it
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would

be documented.

The cash carry forward fund makes it simpler for the

Council to see the total results for the City and the Council gets to decide, if anything,

with

the

funds.

Just because the money is in the fund does not mean it ac-

tually has to be spent.

Commissioner Reif stated in the year that he has been on the Commission there
have been

numerous

discussions

on

a

Cash Reserve Fund.

He would basically

echo Chair Schroeder' s comments that if the sweep is done into a General Cash
Reserve Fund, it makes it that much more visible to the Council. It makes it easier

for the Council to see the totality the City has and can be divided up if necessary
where needs are elsewhere within the City.

Commissioner Murray agreed with the other Commissioners and noted this was a

unanimous decision of the Finance Commission that was carefully worked out.
Councilmember Laliberte thanked the Commission for their persistence in this
and for all of the work that was done.
No one else came forward.

Mayor Roe stated the City Council has the decision to make if the Cash Carry
Forward Account should be created with the excess funds being swept into that
account and also how to deal with the deficit in the General Fund below the minimum target.

He asked if the Council wanted to prime the pump to make sure the

340,000 of intended deficit spending from the General Fund in 2019 is being accounted for.

Councilmember Etten believed the numbers in today' s RCA to separate out the
CIP will helps show the City Council what is actually going on with the funds and
to see the CIP funds more clearly. He thought that was a very good process. Another thing is that sometimes departments might need to put some money away
for

certain

things

and

some

of

it is Capital.

He wondered if that has been pulled

out from the information.

Mr. Miller stated that has not.

Councilmember Etten asked if there has been any discussion around the same levels of transparency with some of the departments that are within the General Fund
itself.

Mr. Miller asked if Councilmember Etten meant to further segregate the cash be-

ing

held in

the

General Fund.
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Councilmember Etten indicated the Council is looking at four smaller funds and
then the General Fund in aggregate and he did not know if there was any discussion at any point about looking at other departments at this level.
Mr. Miller stated there has not. Most of the General Fund programs do not generate

revenue

so

there is

not

really any

cash

to track

or

any

cash

left

over.

There

might be unspent budgets left over from one year to the next and there might be
years where spending is more than what was budgeted, but there is not separate
cash to track.

Mayor Roe stated in the budget supplement document, the Council does have the
breakdown on the spending side by function.

Councilmember Willmus stated he was supportive of creating a cash carry forward fund, but he was also supportive of putting in place some mechanism by
which the Council can track where the dollars are coming from that flow into that
fund.

As the members of the Finance Commission spoke to, he thought this

would add a layer of clarity to things and it was important to do as it thereby becomes a mechanism which people can understand the flow of dollars and what the

City

is

doing

with

access

dollars.

He thought that was something the City has not

done in the recent past and would be a great improvement going forward.
Councilmember Groff stated he would agree with creating a cash carry forward
fund because

he did

not

want

the

City

to be in this

position

next

year.

He also

thought the General Fund needed to be brought up to where it needs to be.

Councilmember Etten stated he was supportive of a cash carry forward fund only
with the caveat of being able to track where the money came from.
Councilmember Groff thought tracking where the money came from would be
very hard to do over time.

Mayor Roe stated the City has the Parks and Recreation Fund where there is a
single

target

and

not

a range.

He wondered if the Council wanted to have a fol-

low-up discussion about what is appropriate to look at for a range for the Parks

and Recreation Department because Council may not want to sweep everything
that is above the high range target because the target is also the minimum target.
He thought the Council might want some thoughtful discussion for next year for
that fund.

Laliberte moved, Groff seconded, to establish a cash carry forward fund as of De-

cember 31, 2018 based on what was described as a way of tracking where the
funds came from.

Council Discussion
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Mayor Roe suggested the Council discuss creating a cash carry forward policy to
match some of the other policies and might be a task to revert back to the Finance
Commission.

Councilmember Laliberte thought when the Council first started to talk about this

two years ago, the Council was talking about the need for transparency with the

taxpayers as to how the City is collecting their taxes and collecting them in excess
of

operating

budget

needs.

formation from the Finance

She thought the Council was able to gather good inCommission

and

residents

on

this.

She thought

the

most important thing the Council can do in their roles is to provide transparency

as to how the City is using the tax dollars, which will be clearer for everyone going forward as to how the dollars need to be transferred and not have to be verbally tracked.
Councilmember Groff agreed and his main concern was to give the City some

flexibility in the future.
Councilmember Willmus asked if part of the motion was to track the inflow and

where the funds are coming from as the inflow to the new fund.
Mayor Roe indicated that was correct. He thought this made sense and the key is

to have that annual understanding of where the funds come from and to have the
built-in process of considering whether the Council wants to do anything with
those funds at the time or just carry the funds forward.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Groff, Etten, Laliberte and Roe.
Nays: None.

Mr. Miller asked the Council if this motion should be memorialized in a resolution or was the Council comfortable leaving this as a motion, second, and a vote.

Mayor Roe thought at this point a motion, second, and a vote should cover it.
Mr. Miller indicated staff will take $634,000 out of the Park and Recreation Fund

and move it out along with two other funds and put some amount of that back in.
Mayor Roe noted that would be a subsequent action. The motion is to sweep the
885 into a cash carry forward fund.

Mr. Miller stated related to that and maybe this still requires the second half of

that, by default, all undesignated monies that are not designated for a specific
purpose
will

sit

go

into

the

General

in the General

Fund.

Fund.
What

Until the Council does define it, the money
do is when the City Council see the

staff can
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General Fund financial statement it can include a line stating how much is designated for cash carryforward so everyone will know what it means until the money
is designated for something else.

Mayor Roe stated this will show that the City' s General Fund is not $ 450, 000 below the minimum without any further action.
Mr. Miller indicated that was correct.

Councilmember Laliberte wanted to clarify that the document Mr. Miller had on
the screen had Future Initiatives highlighted and she remembered the Council had

that conversation previously and that was not the language the Council wanted.
Councilmember Etten stated the Commission recommendation from September is
consistent with Mr. Miller' s second point that there would be a line item in the
General Fund that denotes this.
He stated the Council was going to talk about
whether all of the funds in the Park and Recreation Fund would be pulled or not at
this time.

He thought the Council was creating the fund and not necessarily de-

termined that choice yet.

Mayor Roe stated the Council could have a subsequent motion tonight to change

how much is taken from the Parks and Recreation Fund if the Council is prepared
to do that.

Councilmember Etten thought at this point, it would be better to have the discus-

sion regarding what range is wanted and then change it back, if needed.
Mayor Roe agreed and thought that was a much better process.
Councilmember Laliberte stated she was much more comfortable with that and

wondered if the Finance Commission should look at the range because she

thought having a low and a high was important in that fund and not having a static
number.

Mayor Roe thought Council direction to the Finance Commission would be to
first create cash carry forward fund policy language and then undertake review of
what the maximum and minimum level for reserve should be in the Parks and
Recreation

Fund.

Councilmember Etten suggested including the Parks and Recreation Commission
in that discussion as well.

Mayor Roe

agreed

and

thought

the Parks
actually two funds for

that
and

was

an

excellent point.

Recreation Department.

He stated there are
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Mr. Miller clarified there are actually five funds that roll up into the Parks and
Recreation Fund.

Recess and Reconvene
Mayor Roe

recessed

the meeting

at

8: 03 p. m.,

approximately

and

reconvened

at

approximately 8: 11 p.m.
c.

Government Alliance on Race and Equity Update
Assistant City Manager Olson briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA
and related attachments dated March 18, 2019.
Councilmember

Etten thought Ms. Olson

was

on

the

right

path.

He suggested

if

hiring staff that reflects a community, then the City it is more likely to have programs

and

services

and

actions

that connect

with

that community.

Because the

staffing and hiring process largely lays within the purview of staff who have done

the training versus the Council, he thought it would be something that would be
easier for staff as a group to own and take action on.

Councilmember Groff stated staff is on the right path and this is probably a lifelong process for everyone and not something to be done in a year. He applauded
the goals and measurability the group has, noting it is one of the things that is so
hard to do in this field, but he thought Ms. Olson spelled out some ideas and he
was very hopeful and supported this.

Councilmember Laliberte thanked Ms. Olson for the presentation and the work
that the fourteen staff and the rest of the organization has done over the course of
the past year. She stated because some of these goals are aspirational, she thought

it would be interesting to see what the metric is for measuring success.

Councilmember Laliberte stated when Ms. Olson was talking about the hiring
process,

the

application

process,

the

example

was

actually

one

of

gender.

She

was curious how hyper focused it will be to review policies, review applications,

review interview processes specifically for race because Ms. Olson went through
this and this is the goal because even with the City' s HRIE Commission, it is often talked about renters and the seniors in the community who also need jobs
these

days.

She wondered

how

filtered

that

work

will

be or how

inclu-

sive/ exclusive will that be.

Ms. Olson thought that was an excellent point and question. One of the things she
thought was very important is that this work, even though it leads with race, it
does include other areas that these tools can be applied to, not just with race. Alt-

hough the group will be looking for race, her guess is that when reviewing policies

and

procedures,

it

will

encompass

groups

other

than

people

of color.
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Councilmember Etten agreed and thought that when looking at the title, it is race
and equity and a lot of that equity tool frame is looking at how are different people

impacted

that

outside of the

are

majority.

He thought the tool kit will get to

those things that might relate to gender, economics, or race.

Councilmember Willmus agreed with much of what his colleagues put forward
and

that implementation

certainly is

long- term. He thought much of what is be-

fore the Council is internal to the organization and those are things that the City
can really get at easier than what he wants to point out, which are contractors or

suppliers. He asked how can those things be measured in terms of costs and tying
that back. That would be an aspect of this that he would be very interested in.
Ms. Olson stated those are conversations the organization has had, and answers
are not known at this point.

Mayor Roe stated just because there is a question about it does not mean it is not
looked at but to keep those items on the list to circle back to when procedures or
processes need

looked

to be

at.

can circle back to those things.

He noted policies can be changed, and the City

Mayor Roe did not think the organization was on the wrong track by any stretch
and thought it was probably the threshold, noting the City has crossed that and is
good shape.
He thought the next steps are important as to identifying some of
those more detailed measures and trying to look at timelines to see what could be
in

done

sooner

and

later.

He thought it was great to identify partners and would

identify the St. Paul Area Chamber, which has done a lot of work on equity as
well with the business community.
Mayor Roe thought it would be worth a conversation with the HRIEC to figure

out how that Commission plugs into this because he could see them functioning in
a way almost like the Public Works Environment and Transportation Commission
works related to the Green Step Process.
Councilmember Groff asked how much the HRIEC has been involved with this so
far.

Ms. Olson stated this has been more of an update for the HRIEC and the HRIEC
has not been involved in the internal workings.
d.

Discuss 2019- 20 Policy Priority Planning Document
City Manager Trudgeon briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA and
related attachments dated March 18, 2019.

Councilmember Laliberte stated her first impression is that if everything is a priority then

nothing

is

a

priority

so

going

to five

categories

sort

of struck

her

and
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maybe it is because those categories are so different that the categories cannot really be

grouped

as

was

done in the

previous

priority

plan.

She wanted to make

sure the things that are on the list are really things that can be measured and put
focus

The other point is there was also a conversation about public safety,
staffing, and public resources are not included because it is going to be something
on.

the Council

is

also

is

dealing

with.

saying something.

Yet that is clearly a priority and to not put it in here
For the Rice/ Larpenteur Alliance plan, she was struck

by how the City can guarantee the plan will be implemented.

She asked what part

of it does the City want to accomplish or does the Council want to talk more about
the partnerships or the working and the process versus saying the City is going to
implement

this

and

to

check

it

off

the list.

She thought the City was reliant on the

other partners for that.

Councilmember Laliberte thought there was also a comment, she thought from the

Mayor, about engagement because a lot of things on the list rely a lot on outreach
to other people, outreach to the community, and the City has a Commission that

has struggled a bit on bringing the Council advise on how to do engagement that
the City is really looking for.
She did not know if the Council wanted to jump in
on that or make it a priority for the HRIEC.

Councilmember Willmus thought the idea of getting at and putting metrics to
some things was a good and interesting approach and something that the Council
measure
themselves against.
One that really jumps out to him with respect to
that is housing and meeting the housing needs of all. He wondered if that was a
can

priority and asked, when looking at housing within the community, is there a type
of housing the City has ample supply of, which might be single- family homes.
He thought there was something missing and over the course of the last couple of
weeks, he has been talking with Ms. Gundlach to get some information with respect to overall acreage throughout the community that is zoned for certain types
of
housing. He thought this was something that could be shared with the rest of
the Council at some point.
Within that, he thought it becomes very clear the certain styles of housing that the City might be missing and across all styles of housing,

there

can

be incorporated

affordability

and

availability.

Those are some

things he might want to get a little more in detail on.

Mayor Roe thought the City should not be prioritizing the stuff that is done every
day.
Councilmember Etten asked Councilmember Willmus on the housing thing instead of the bullet that states " Meets the
housing needs of all," should it point out
one or two specific types of housing the Council might agree are missing based on
the data presented and/ or feedback from the community to focus in on specific
needs.
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Councilmember Willmus indicated he would like to do something like that if the
Council wanted to get some of the data first, then have conversations formulated
off of that. The thing that really jumps to mind when looking at the style of hous-

ing that he has been able to see, is that housing is missing that would fit into a
density

medium

residential

That is not just in Roseville, but

classification.

throughout the region and is a piece that the Council can identify when going
forward with planning processes and rezoning and can become a guide to look to.
Mayor Roe thought it was more than just zoning and could be policies and other
things, other proactive things, the City can do to foster that type of development

because the City is at the mercy of the marketplace as well.

Mr. Trudgeon thought the umbrella of meeting housing needs of all really leads
the Council to then look at what is missing.
Councilmember Willmus stated he wanted to push back a little bit with respect to
and

zoning

If the City does not have zoning in place that does not

marketplace.

accommodate the things the City is missing, that in itself is a barrier. He thought

when the Council looks at things and the approach he took, was to look at the
overall
zoned

land

acreage

in

area

of

Roseville

and

break it down.

How many acres are

There are a couple of things that really jump out,
something the City Manager has spoken to, which is a way the City can start to
each

classification?

identify and formulate a metric.

Councilmember Etten stated the City was a little thoughtful when putting together
the

City'

under "
plan

s

2040

Inclusive

was

too

plan

as

the Council

did look

at

some

of

those things.

He stated

Community Governance," he thought that adopting racial equity
He suggested maybe looking at taking next steps with the

much.

GARE process.

Mr. Trudgeon wondered if it would be fair to say instead of adopting, it is really
about implementing and taking the next steps of that racial equity plan and start
doing things to further that along.

Councilmember Etten thought the GARE process and the racial equity plan is going

to be continuing.

He stated the Council is not just adopting, the Council is

taking action on it.

Councilmember Laliberte thought there was talk about having it focus on what the
City can control within the organization and to her, that is something that could be
flushed out as that bullet instead because the whole action plan cannot be all done
at once, but direction was given on what could be done.
Mayor Roe stated the Council still wants to make sure there is incremental progress

in

some

of

those

areas.
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Mr. Trudgeon thought the detail that comes underneath it is really going to be important.

Councilmember Groff stated in regard to the Economic Development Strategic Initiatives, he assumed Foster Twin Lakes Development had been on that list for
He

some time.

assumed

some

of

these things

carry

over

to

a

future

year.

He

would say on Rice/ Larpenteur, to proceed rather than to implement because it is
going to be

an

ongoing

environmental

He would like to see more flushing out on the

process.

side of

sustainability

it to

He would also like to

reduce carbon.

know more about this and Green Step at some point, maybe an update of where
the City is at in the process.

Councilmember Etten stated Councilmember Laliberte brought up the Community Engagement Tool Kit or whatever the HRIEC is working towards and maybe
that fits

under

the inclusive

community

governance.

Ideally, these are all pieces

that fit together.

Councilmember Groff indicated it was important that the HRIEC get direction
from the Council on that item.

Councilmember Laliberte stated she did not pick up on a lot of conversation about
the Continue

Imagine Roseville

efforts.

She knew it was on the list last year and

yet there was not a lot because Council discussed who the members were and
should
those members become appointed if it is a
City group. Or, if it is not a

City group, then let the community at large have serious conversations and come
up with their own initiatives. She stated it sat in limbo and is still in limbo.
Mayor Roe thought it was to tell the Council that the Council needed to do their
part to get the next step going on that.

Councilmember Etten stated regarding Councilmember Groff s comment about

Commission clarity, he did not think there was demand to add another priority.
The City does have some Commissions that struggle with work focus and clarity
from the Council and there has been a struggle with membership, turn overs, and
changes the City might make regarding the interview and application process for
Commissions.

He felt the list gets longer, not shorter, and the Council could do

more to engage the folks that stepped forward indicating they wanted to be a part
of this.

Councilmember Groff agreed and felt the process of interviewing with the Council

and

the

form the

people

fill

out

really

needs

to

be looked

at.

It is very generic

and confusing for regular citizens who are not coming to the meetings all of the
time. If there is some way staff can go over that form, that would be important
and

if

the

Council

could

talk

about

the interview

process

and

brainstorm

some-
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thing that is more efficient both for the Council and the residents that interview, it
would be helpful.

Mayor Roe thought the Council would have a discussion after the appointment
process as has been done the last couple of times to look at some improvements
there.
He was not sure how the interview process fits into the PPP but the focus
Commissions

on

be

could

a

part

of

the engagement

aspect

of

that.

He thought

that fit into the Inclusive Community and Governance category and he did not
want to add another category beyond the five.

Mayor Roe asked the Council if the five categories were adequate and if there was
anything else needed.

The Council was fine with the five categories.

Mayor Roe thought the next step was to refine some of the main bullets under the

five categories and then attempt to start sticking some more measurables under
each of them and bring that back as a draft for Council input.

Mr. Trudgeon stated the only thing he has heard to add was about engagement
under

Inclusive

Community

and

Governance.

There was also talk about combin-

ing the racial equity plan with that or was that a separate thing with the HRIEC
and their engagement toolkit or would that happen in the background.

Mayor Roe thought the engagement toolkit still seems separate from the racial

equity plan, noting it obviously flows together but was standalone a little bit
more.

Councilmember Etten thought it needed to be kept as a separate focus.
e.

Discuss Addressing Commission Vacancies

Mayor Roe stated there were not any applicants that followed all the way through
the process for the Finance Commission. There may have been some initial interest

but

applicants

plicants

did

not

for the HRIEC

have the

process

get

to the interview

vacancies.

reopened.

point.

There are two remaining ap-

He stated Councilmember Willmus asked to

He imagined that if the process was reopened for the

HRIEC, the applicants that interviewed and went through the process already
would still stand and be under consideration.
Councilmember

Willmus indicated that was correct.

Mr. Trudgeon stated staff did not have an exact timeline but if the Council would
give

staff

direction to

start

that

process,

the

normal

procedure

would

be followed.
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Councilmember

Groff indicated he

would

like discussion

this.

on

He stated he

was fine with reopening the process for the Finance Commission but the problem
he sees with the HRIEC is that he has never seen, in any documents that the City
has put out, that if there are only two applicants the process is reopened. The residents are not aware of this so if the City is going to do that, it needs to be put out
there so people understand

the process.

Councilmember Groff stated the other problem he sees is that the HRIEC already
has had two months without a quorum and if it goes two more months without a

quorum, in his opinion, the City has two qualified candidates. But if in two more
months the vacancies are still there, then there is an issue with a quorum on the
Commission.

Councilmember Willmus stated one of the considerations he has looked to is having at least two applicants for a position. He thought that was important and

would treat it the same way had there been one application for the Finance Commission

for

greatest

pool

He would be looking to extend that so the City can get the

example.

of applicants

as possible.

He

thought

that

was

very important.

He

stated for each position, he wants to see and have the ability to choose from a pool
of applicants.

Councilmember Groff stated he would understand Councilmember Willmus'
if the candidates were not qualified.
If that is what the Council is saying,
then he thought the Council needed to be straight forward and indicate to the pub-

point

lic that the candidates are not qualified and to reopen it. The other thing is that if

the City is going to do that, then it needs to be put in the advertising so people are
clear that if the Council does not like someone who comes in and applies for a po-

sition, the Council is going to reopen the posting to wait for someone the Council
likes.

Councilmember Etten stated in his six plus years he has been on the Council, he
has

never

had this happen.

He thought Councilmember Groff might have a point

to make a policy going forward. For him, hearing this discussion, he does want to
see a pool of candidates for each position.
celled

and

was

not

interested.

He was struck that everyone else can-

He would want to interview a larger group of peo-

ple before he would be comfortable making a decision on that.

Mr. Trudgeon stated there is a policy that stated it was the goal to have twice the
number of applicants

to

the

vacancy.

He was not sure how strong the language

was regarding that but his experience has been to always try to do that in the past.
Councilmember

Laliberte stated she was comfortable having this conversation

because she did recall that understanding and how that has been communicated to
the

public

people

is up for debate.

interviewed

are

not

She did not think that anyone is saying that the two
qualified.

She just

wanted

to

say

if

that

is Coun-
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that is not why she was having this conversation.
She was having the conversation because of the pool and expectation of selection
for each position being as important as it is.
Groff'

cilmember

s

concern,

Mr. Trudgeon stated Resolution 10782, Reappointment Process and Term Limits
Policy Roseville Citizen Advisory Commissions, states: " If fewer applicants are
received then twice the number or openings, the City Council may establish a new

application deadline and Council meeting for interviews."

Councilmember Groff thought the key word was " may" and if the acting body
wanted

to

dents do

do

not

that,

then it

understand

can.

that.

But he thought the problem here is that the resi-

He thought it would be great if the City could put

that out to the public for understanding.
Mayor Roe thought the Council needed to make it clear that the applicants who

have been interviewed are not being thrown out with the reopening, it is just to
add more people into the pool.

Councilmember Laliberte thought it was fine until there were a bunch of people

that withdrew from consideration. She thought when this is reposted, it should be

stated that the City is always looking for twice the number of applicants and that
is the reason why it is being reposted.
Mr. Trudgeon stated the Chair of the HRIEC Commission recommends the Coun-

cil consider not filling the open seats and dropping the number of people down to
seven. He noted there has been a lot of turn over on that Commission. He stated
to do that the Council would need to change the actual ordinance.

Mayor Roe stated he would be uncomfortable with changing the size of the
Commission.

Councilmember Willmus asked, given that recommendation, should the Council
only fill one position on the HRIEC at this time.
Mayor Roe was not sure if he would be prepared to do that either and would rather reopen it.

Willmus moved, Laliberte seconded, to re- advertise for vacancies of HRIEC and
Finance Commission and the applications the City has with the HRIEC and the
interviews

conducted

stand.

Council Discussion

Councilmember Laliberte stated she was taken aback that it was a recommendation

by

the

Chair

of

the

HRIEC

and

the Commissions

choose

their

chairs

to be
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leaders
said

of

their

She would like to know more about that. With that being

entities.

the Council

does have

applications

and

has interviewed

some

people.

She

would like to have a bigger pool for both Commissions because that has been the
practice in the past and she would like to stay with that.
Mayor Roe offered an opportunity for public comment.
Public Comment

Mr. Jim Bull, 3061 Woodbridge Street, stated as a citizen and member of another

Commission in the City, he is often asked about the HRIEC Commission and
what

every

is going
member

on

He stated as a Commissioner,

there.

being

a

high- quality

member

the Commission

participating

and

relies on
He

contributing.

wanted to make sure the Council was considering having an ample pool to get the
best people in order to get that Commission

stabilized and contributing

to the

community because right now, the citizens see the Commission as being in turmoil and non- functional.
Council Discussion

Councilmember Etten asked whether the Council planned on having a future discussion based on the input from the Chair of the HRIEC.

Mayor Roe stated he would like to hear from the whole Commission in regard to
that to make sure the full Commission has a chance to weigh in. He would like to
defer to the Commission for their input, but thought at some point there should be
Council discussion on that.

Councilmember Laliberte asked if there is a better decision to take a pause on the
appointment to the HRIEC Commission to have the best conversations about the
appropriate

size and appropriate

pool.

Mayor Roe asked the Council if the motion should be changed to just re- opening

the applications process for the Finance Commission and allow time for further
discussion

with the HRIEC.

Mr. Trudgeon stated the Chair of the HRIEC did suggest downsizing but also put
forward a name in case the Council wanted to still more forward.
Councilmember Willmus thought the Council needed to move forward with what

is before them and those pieces will fall into place at a later time.

Councilmember Etten stated he was going to lean towards what Councilmember
Laliberte brought up. He wondered if the HRIEC was not making a quorum at
four

people.
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Mr. Trudgeon stated that was correct.
Councilmember

Groff stated one of the HRIEC meetings that was cancelled was

due to an extreme snow storm. He stated if this could be expedited in any way, he
would recommend that.

He would support the motion.

Etten moved to amend the motion to wait until the March 25th for both postings to
have that discussion based on the HRIEC communication.

Mayor Roe stated the motion failed due to a lack of a second which brings it back
to the original motion.

Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Groff, Laliberte and Roe.
Nays:

8.

Etten.

Approve Minutes

Comments and corrections to draft minutes had been submitted by the City Council prior

to tonight' s meeting and those revisions were incorporated into the draft presented in the
Council packet.

a.

Approve February 25, 2019 City Council Meeting Minutes
Groff moved, Etten seconded, approval of the February 25, 2019 City Council
Meeting Minutes as presented.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Groff, Etten, Laliberte and Roe.
Nays: None.
Abstain:

b.

Laliberte

Approve February 25, 2019 EDA Meeting Minutes
Groff moved, Etten seconded, approval of the February 25, 2019 EDA Meeting
Minutes

as presented.

Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Groff, Etten, Laliberte and Roe.
Nays:

None.

Abstain:

9.

Laliberte

Approve Consent Agenda

At the request of Mayor Roe, City Manager Trudgeon briefly reviewed those items being
considered under the Consent Agenda; and as detailed in specific Requests for Council
Action ( RCA) dated March

18, 2019

and

related

attachments.
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a.

Approve

Payments

Etten moved, Groff seconded, approval of the following claims and payments as
presented and detailed.
785, 316. 23

ACH Payments

899032. 15

92404- 91473

1, 684, 348. 38

TOTAL

Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Groff, Etten, Laliberte and Roe.
Nays: None.

b.

Annual Police Forfeiture Accounts Summary

Etten moved, Groff seconded, receipt of summary memorandums on forfeiture
accounts.

Mayor Roe stated other communities do actually have their forfeiture funds more
specifically

documented

as

funds

and

budgeted

each

year.

He suggested as the

Council does their budget discussion, to think about whether the Council wants to
add those funds into the discussion.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Groff, Etten, Laliberte and Roe.
Nays: None.

10.

City Manager Communications, Reports, and Announcements

Council&

Mayor Roe received a letter from a State Representative asking for his support specifical-

ly but he thought of it in terms of the Council support, for legislation which would create
a two percent set aside in the entire LGA appropriation that would be distributed through

some second formula to cities that would not otherwise qualify under the main formula.
Under that proposed legislation, the City of Roseville would at least in theory get
200, 000 based on the calculations by the research people. He wondered if the Council

wanted a future meeting agenda item to consider some sort of Council support for this
legislation.

Council direction was to bring this back for Council consideration to a future meeting.
11.

Councilmember- Initiated Items for Future Meetings

a.

Seek Direction on Scheduling a Future Council Discussion Regarding Snow
Placement Ordinance on Private Property

Mayor Roe stated it was brought up at a previous meeting to discuss whether or
not to add a set of snow removal standards to the nuisance code and direct staff
to

bring

forward

an agenda

item in

the

future for

that discussion.
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Councilmember Groff stated he would like to see staff bring it forward to get
more information on what other communities do and what the possibilities would
be.

Councilmember Willmus thought staff had done some of that background work

and Lauderdale is one of the only communities staff could find that actually has
something

on

their books.

He noted enforcement is an entirely different question

so he did not know that it is something that will be a priority or how much time
the Council wants to allow for it.

Mayor Roe stated he did talk to Mr. Englund and who said that this past winter

there were about ninety complaints about snow removal, eighty- seven of them
were

commercial

properties

and

two

of the three

non- commercial

properties

were related to either a person or private plowing companies depositing snow onto the

City

street.

Council meeting

This leaves the one case from the individual who came to the
and

spoke.

Mayor Roe thought that told him the magnitude of

the issue may not be something the Council wants to get into a code discussion
on.

Councilmember

Etten

agreed

but felt bad for the

neighbors.

He did not know

how it could be enforced.

Councilmember Willmus thought it came down to a personal property dispute
and he did not think this was the body to deal with it.
Councilmember Groff stated he did receive two calls from residents about issues.
Mr. Trudgeon reviewed future agenda items for March 25, April 8, and April 15, 2019
City Council meetings.

There was not council consensus to bring forward consideration of snow removal nuisance standards

Councilmember Willmus asked staff for an update on the status of the County' s efforts
on Larpenteur

12.

Avenue between Rice and Dale Streets.

Adjourn

Etten moved, Laliberte seconded, adjournment of the meeting at approximately 9: 30 p. m.
Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus, Groff, Etten, Laliberte and Roe.
Nays:

None.
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